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Abstract
The privatization neutrality theorem states that the share of public ownership in
an enterprise does not affect welfare (i.e., any degree of privatization is optimal) under
optimal uniform tax-subsidy policy. We revisit this neutrality result. First, we investi-
gate the case in which the private enterprise is domestic. We show that this neutrality
result does not hold unless public and private enterprises have the same cost function.
In addition, we show that the optimal degree of privatization is zero regardless whether
the public or private firm has a cost advantage under the optimal subsidy policy. Next,
we investigate a case in which the private enterprise is owned by both domestic and
foreign investors. We show that the optimal degree of privatization is never zero, and
thus, the neutrality result does not hold even when there is no cost difference between
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1 Introduction
Studies on mixed oligopolies in which public enterprises compete with private enterprises
have recently attracted more attention and have become increasingly popular.1 Despite
a wave of privatization being prevalent, state-owned public enterprises still exist and are
active. Some public enterprises are monopolists in natural monopoly markets. However,
many public enterprises compete with private enterprises in a wide range of industries. Such
mixed oligopolies are still important in many developed, developing, and formerly communist
transitional countries. In addition, some influential firms facing financial problems have been
nationalized, thereby creating new mixed oligopolies.2
Because production levels are often suboptimal for social welfare under imperfect com-
petition, public enterprises play an important role in making up for underproduction by
private enterprises. In the literature on mixed oligopolies, it is mostly assumed that public
enterprises maximize social surplus (the sum of consumer surplus and enterprises’ profits),
whereas private enterprises maximize their own profits. Because public enterprises take into
consideration consumers’ benefits as well as their own profits, public enterprises produce
more than private enterprises do. As a result, the existence of public enterprises mitigates
the inefficiency due to underproduction in the markets. Although the existence of public
enterprises increases total output, it reduces the output of private enterprises, which might
yield another inefficiency in the form of production allocation. The literature on mixed
oligopolies has showed that the welfare loss of mixed oligopolies can be larger than that of
private oligopolies, and thus, privatization of public enterprises can be welfare improving.3
Since Merrill and Schneider (1966), many studies of mixed oligopolies have investigated
1See Ishida and Matsushima (2009), Bose et al. (2014), and papers cited therein.
2Examples are Tokyo Electric Power Corporation, Japan Airlines, General Motors, Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation, Anglo Irish Bank, Northern Rock, and Bradford & Bingley Plc.
3See Matsumura and Shimizu (2010) and papers cited therein.
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the situation wherein the government seeks to control public enterprises inside the market as
an instrument of regulation, instead of using industrial policies from outside the markets. In
many mixed markets, however, governments intervene using subsidies. Typical examples are
medical care, education, energy, finance, and international trade. The subsidy policy might
mitigate the problem of inefficient allocation of production among the public and private
enterprises, as mentioned above. Thus, if we were to consider subsidy policy explicitly, the
implication of the privatization policy discussed in the literature on mixed oligopoly might
change drastically.
White (1996) made an important contribution on this issue. He showed that a uniform
production subsidy yields the first-best outcome in both mixed and private oligopolies. In
other words, the optimal uniform subsidy policy removes inefficient production allocation,
regardless of whether public enterprises are privatized. His result has rich policy implications.
Privatization does not affect welfare under the optimal uniform subsidy policy (privatization
neutrality theorem).
Many studies following White (1996) have proved that this result is robust. As for compe-
tition structures, Poyago-Theotoky (2001) and Myles (2002) considered a Stackelberg model
in which the public enterprise is the Stackelberg leader. They showed that the resulting
welfare is the same as that for mixed and private Cournot oligopolies under optimal uniform
subsidy policies. Tomaru and Saito (2010) showed that their result holds when the public en-
terprise is the Stackelberg follower.4 Hashimzade et al. (2007) showed that the privatization
4Fjell and Heywood (2004) showed a different result from those of Poyago-Theotoky (2001), Myles (2002),
and Tomaru and Saito (2010). Fjell and Heywood (2004) assumed that private firms move sequentially in
their private duopoly, whereas the others assumed that all firms move simultaneously after privatization.
As Hamilton and Slutsky (1990) showed, in a private duopoly, simultaneous-move outcome appears in
equilibrium in the endogenous timing game. By contrast, in some mixed duopolies, sequential-move outcomes
appear in equilibrium (Pal, 1998; Matsumura, 2003a,b; Tomaru and Kiyono, 2010) and in other mixed
duopolies, simultaneous-move might appear (Matsumura and Ogawa, 2010; Ba´rcena-Ruiz and Garzo´n, 2010;
and Capuano and De Feo, 2010). Therefore, we believe that the time structure in Poyago-Theotoky (2001),
Myles (2002), and Tomaru and Saito (2010) is more plausible than that in Fjell and Heywood (2004).
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neutrality theorem holds in a differentiated product market. Tomaru (2006) adopted the
partial privatization approach formulated by Matsumura (1998) and showed that a degree
of privatization does not matter under optimal subsidy policy. Kato and Tomaru (2007)
considered nonprofit-maximizing private enterprises and showed that the theorem holds un-
der various payoff functions of private enterprises. These works have demonstrated that the
privatization neutrality theorem is robust.5
In this study, we revisit this theorem. We adopt the partial privatization approach for-
mulated by Matsumura (1998) and investigate the conditions under which the privatization
neutrality theorem (any degree of privatization is optimal under optimal uniform subsidy
policy) holds.6 We discuss the combination of optimal subsidy policy and privatization policy
under fairly general demand and cost functions.
First, we investigate the case in which the private enterprise is domestic. We show that
this neutrality result does not hold unless public and private enterprises have the same cost
function. In addition, we show that the optimal degree of privatization is zero regardless
whether the public or private enterprise has a cost advantage. Our nonneutrality result is
in contrast to the above mentioned results.7 In addition, the result that the optimal degree
5However, Matsumura and Tomaru (2013) showed that the privatization neutrality theorem does not hold
if excess burden of taxation exists. However, this study, as well as many other studies, such as White (1996),
Fjell and Heywood (2004), and Tomaru (2006), have adopted a popular but very specific model formulation
(linear demand and quadratic or linear costs).
6Needless to say, the restriction of uniform subsidy policy is quite important. Suppose that n firms
compete in a market, the government knows all of the cost and demand conditions, and it can set different
subsidy-tax rates for each of n-firms. Then, it is absolutely obvious that the first best is achieved by such a
nonuniform tax-subsidy policy in any market (both in mixed and private oligopolies, regardless whether the
private firms maximize their profits, or whether firms move simultaneously or sequentially). This is a special
case of the Tinbergen theorem. However, such discriminatory and discretional tax-subsidy policy is far from
realistic. Such an unfair tax-subsidy policy is quite difficult to implement for political reasons. Therefore,
in this study we restrict our attention to the uniform tax-subsidy case, following most studies in this field
and all studies mentioned in this paper.
7Although we discuss subsidy policy only, our principle can apply also to the discussion of other policy
tools. For example, Matsumura and Okumura (2013) showed that an optimal output-floor regulation leads
to privatization neutrality regardless whether firms move sequentially or simultaneously. We can show,
however, that their neutrality result does not hold if there is a cost difference between the two firms or the
private firm is foreign.
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of privatization is zero is in sharp contrast to that of Matsumura (1998), who showed that
the optimal degree of privatization is never zero without subsidy policy under moderate
conditions.
Next, we investigate the case in which the private enterprise is at least partially owned
by foreign investors.8 We show that even when there is no cost difference between public
and private enterprises, the optimal degree of privatization is never zero. This result again
implies that the neutrality result does not hold, and that the nationality of the private
enterprise affects the optimal privatization policy even when the government uses a subsidy
policy, too.9 This result is also in sharp contrast to the result without subsidy. Without
subsidy, the optimal degree of privatization is decreasing in the share of foreign ownership
in private enterprises (Lin and Matsumura, 2012). However, under optimal subsidy policy,
this result does not hold because the optimal degree of privatization is zero without foreign
ownership and it is strictly positive with foreign ownership.
Our two results suggest that under optimal uniform subsidy policy, introduction of foreign
ownership of private firms changes the incentive of the government to participate less in the
public firm. This has rich policy implications.10
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the duopoly model.
Section 3 investigates the case with a domestic private enterprise. Section 4 investigates the
8The nationality of private enterprises is often crucial in shaping mixed oligopolies because it affects the
objective function (domestic welfare) of the public enterprise. See the literature starting with Corneo and
Jeanne (1994) and Fjell and Pal (1996). See also Pal and White (1998) and Ba´rcena-Ruiz and Garzo´n
(2005a,b).
9Matsumura and Tomaru (2012) also investigated the relationship between privatization and subsidy
policies. They showed that privatization affects welfare under foreign penetration. However, they used
specific demand and cost functions (linear demand and quadratic cost functions). More importantly, they
allowed only full privatization and full nationalization in an enterprise (i.e., they did not allow partial
privatization), and thus, they did not discuss the optimal degree of privatization.
10A similar result is obtained in Cato and Matsumura (2012), who showed that the optimal degree of
privatization increases with foreign ownership share in private firms. However, these authors derived this
result for a free-entry market and they emphasized that the result does not hold if the number of firms were
given exogenously. For the privatization neutrality theorem in free-entry markets, see Cato and Matsumura
(2013).
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case in which the private enterprise is owned by both domestic and foreign investors. Section
5 concludes.
2 The Model
Firm 0 and firm 1 produce perfectly substitutable commodities for which the (inverse) de-
mand function is given by p(Q) : R+ 7→ R+. We assume that p(Q) is twice continuously
differentiable and p′(Q) < 0 for all Q as long as p > 0. Firm 0 is a (semi) public firm that
is jointly owned by both public and private sectors, and firm 1 is a pure private firm. We
assume that p′(Q) + p′′(Q)qi < 0 as long as p > 0, where qi is firm i’s (i = 0, 1) output. In
other words, we assume that the strategy of the private firm is a strategic substitute under
quantity competition. A sufficient, but not necessary, condition is p′′ ≤ 0.
Firm 1’s cost is c1 = c(q) : R+ 7→ R+ and firm 0’s cost is c0(q) = kc(q) where k is a
positive constant. k > (=, <) 1 implies that the public firm is less efficient than (as efficient
as, more efficient than) the private firm.11 We assume that c′ ≥ 0 and c′′ > 0.12
Firm i’s profit pii is p(Q)qi − ci(qi) + sqi where qi (i = 0, 1) ∈ R+ is firm i′s output
quantity, Q := q0 + q1 is total output, and s ∈ R is the production subsidy (if s is negative,
it is a production tax).
Following a common assumption in the literature, we assume that the subsidy is financed
from taxes imposed on other industries unrelated to the industry under study. The social
11Some readers might consider the public firm less efficient than the private firm. However, not all empirical
studies support this view. See Megginson and Netter (2001) and Stiglitz (1988). In addition, see Martin and
Parker (1997), who suggested that the change in corporate performance went both ways after privatization
in the UK. For a discussion of endogenous cost differences between public and private firms, see Matsumura
and Matsushima (2004).
12 If c′′ = 0, we can show that the privatization neutrality theorem holds if and only if k = 1 or k is
sufficiently large or small in which the more efficient firm becomes the monopolist, regardless of α under
optimal subsidy policy. In the former case, our main results hold. In the latter case, it is absolutely nonsense
to discuss a mixed oligopoly. Therefore, we do not discuss this case.
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surplus W is the sum of consumer surplus and producer surplus
W (q0, q1) =
∫ Q
0
p(q)dq − pQ+ pi0(q0, q1) + pi1(q1, q0)− sQ
=
∫ Q
0
p(q)dq − kc(q0)− c(q1). (1)
Note that s does not appear in (1) because the subsidy is income transfer from the govern-
ment to the firms and does not yield social surplus. However, s affects the output of each
firm, and thus, affects welfare.
Firm 1 maximizes its profit, while firm 0 maximizes the weighted average of social surplus
and its own profit, αpi0+ (1−α)W , where α ∈ [0, 1] indicates the degree of privatization. If
α = 0, firm 0 is fully nationalized. If α = 1, firm 0 is fully privatized.13
The game proceeds as follows. In the first stage, the government chooses α and s to
maximize W . In the second stage, two firms simultaneously choose their outputs.
Before solving this game, we briefly discuss what would happen if the government could
control q0 and q1 directly. The first-order conditions are
p(q0 + q1)− kc′(q0) = 0, p(q0 + q1)− c′(q1) = 0. (2)
The second-order conditions are satisfied.14 Let a pair of (q∗0, q
∗
1) be the first-best outputs.
Obviously, q∗0 > (=, <) q
∗
1 if k < (=, >) 1.
We assume that the solution is interior (i.e., q∗0 ̸= 0 and q∗1 ̸= 0). A sufficient condition
for it is that k is neither too large nor too small. Another sufficient condition is c′(0) = 0.15
13This is a standard model formulation of partial privatization in the literature on mixed oligopoly (Mat-
sumura, 1998). We do not allow the government to nationalize both firms. As pointed out by Merrill and
Schneider (1966), the most efficient outcome is achieved by the nationalization of both firms in the case in
which nationalization does not change the firms’ costs. The need for an analysis of mixed oligopoly lies in
the fact that it is impossible or undesirable, for political or economic reasons, to nationalize an entire sector.
For example, without a competitor, public firms might lose the incentive to improve their costs, resulting in
a loss of social welfare. Thus, we neglect the possibility of nationalizing both firms.
14Because we assume p′ < 0 and c′′ > 0, we obtain p′− kc′′ < 0, p− c′′ < 0 and (p′− kc′′)(p− c′′) > (p′)2.
15If c′(0) = 0, then kc′(0) = 0. Because c′′ > 0, the corner solution is never optimal for social welfare.
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3 Equilibrium
We now solve the game by backward induction. First, we discuss the second-stage game
given α and s. The first-order conditions for firm 0 and firm 1 are
p+ αp′q0 − kc′ + αs = 0, (3)
p+ p′q1 − c′ + s = 0, (4)
respectively. The assumption p′ + p′′qi < 0 ensures that the strategies of both firms are
strategic substitutes regardless of α, and that the second-order and stability conditions are
satisfied. Let qEi (α, s) be the equilibrium output of firm i (i = 0, 1) in the second-stage
subgame.
In the first stage, the government chooses α and s to maximize W . By definition, if a
pair of (α, s) yields (qE0 , q
E
1 ) = (q
∗
0, q
∗
1) in equilibrium, W is maximized by the policy.
Let s∗ := −p′(q∗0 + q∗1)q∗1. Substituting s = s∗ and (q0, q1) = (q∗0, q∗1) into the left-hand
side in (4), we obtain the result that the first-order condition for firm 1 is satisfied. Note
that p(q∗0 + q
∗
1) − c′(q∗1) = 0. Because the left-hand side in (4) is decreasing in s given
(q0, q1) = (q
∗
0, q
∗
1), firm 1 chooses q1 = q
∗
1 given q0 = q
∗
0 if and only if s = s
∗. This yields the
following result.
Lemma 1 The first best (i.e., (q0, q1) = (q
∗
0, q
∗
1)) is achieved only if s = s
∗.
We now discuss the optimal privatization policy. Substituting α = 0 and (qE0 , q
E
1 ) =
(q∗0, q
∗
1) into (3), we obtain the result that the first-order condition for firm 0 is satisfied.
This implies that a pair (α, s) = (0, s∗) yields the first-best outcome (Proposition 1).
Proposition 1 (An optimal policy) (α, s) = (0, s∗) yields the first-best outcome regardless
of k.
The optimal subsidy policy s = s∗ induces the private firm to choose the first-best output
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q∗1 given q0 = q
∗
0. Given q1 = q
∗
1, the welfare maximizer (firm 0 with α = 0) also chooses the
first-best output q∗0.
We now discuss whether any other policies yield the first-best outcome. Suppose k = 1.
Substituting s = s∗ and (q0, q1) = (q∗0, q
∗
1) into the left-hand side in (3), we obtain that the
first-order condition for firm 0 is satisfied regardless of α (note that q∗0 = q
∗
1 when k = 1).
This implies the following result.
Proposition 2 (Privatization neutrality result) Suppose k = 1. Any α ∈ [0, 1] is
optimal as long as s = s∗.
This result is shown in White (1996) in the model in which only full privatization and
full nationalization are allowed, and in Tomaru (2006) in the model in which partial privati-
zation is allowed. However, in their models, linear demand and quadratic cost functions are
assumed. Proposition 2 states that the results of these studies hold under general demand
and cost functions.
We now show that this neutrality result does not hold under any cost difference between
public and private firms.
Proposition 3 (Nonneutrality result) Suppose s = s∗. Suppose α = α∗∗ is one of the
optimal privatization policies. Then
dqE0
dα
∣∣∣
α=α∗∗
= 0
if and only if k = 1.
Proof See the Appendix.
Proposition 3 is one of our main result. We have already shown that (α, s) = (0, s∗)
yields the first-best outcome (Proposition 1), and that the first-best outcome is achieved
only when s = s∗ (Lemma 1). Thus, the privatization neutrality theorem (any α ∈ [0, 1] is
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one of the optimal privatization policies) holds only when α does not affect qE0 . Therefore,
Proposition 3 implies that the privatization neutrality theorem does not hold unless the
public and private firms are equally efficient (i.e., k = 1).
We explain the intuition behind Propositions 2 and 3. When the public and private firms
are equally efficient, the optimal output is the same for both firms. The government induces
the private firm to produce the optimal output by choosing the optimal subsidy rate s∗.
Given that q1 = q
∗
1, q0 = q
∗
0 = q
∗
1 is the best for a welfare maximizer (when α = 0) and for a
profit maximizer (when α = 1), any α ∈ [0, 1] yields the optimal behavior of firm 0 as long
as s = s∗ (Proposition 2).
When the private firm is more or less efficient than the public firm, the optimal output
of firm 0 is different from that of firm 1. When firm 0 is less (more) efficient, the optimal
output of firm 0 is smaller (larger) than that of firm 1, and s∗ is too high (low) to induce
firm 0 to produce efficient output unless firm 0 is a pure welfare maximizer (Proposition 3).
In our analysis, the uniform subsidy rate is crucial. Needless to say, if we were to allow
different subsidy rates between firms 0 and 1 (i.e., if the government can set s0 and s1 for
firms 0 and 1, respectively), it would be obvious from the classical Tinbergen theorem that
the first best is achieved by the optimal subsidy policy, regardless of α. We believe that
such a discriminatory and discretional subsidy policy is far from realistic. Such an unfair
tax-subsidy policy is quite difficult to be implemented for political reasons. If there were two
firms, such an unfair policy might be possible. However, if there were n firms, n subsidy rates
would be required, and the policy would be far from realistic when n is large. Therefore, we
believe that the assumption of a uniform subsidy rate imposed in the literature is plausible
and relevant.
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4 Foreign Private Firm
In the previous section, we show that the privatization neutrality theorem holds only when
there is no cost difference between public and private firms. However, we assume that the
private firm is a domestic firm (i.e., is owned by domestic investors only). In this section, we
allow the private firm to be owned by both domestic and foreign investors. We show that even
when there is no cost difference between public and private firms, the privatization neutrality
theorem does not hold unless the private firm is purely domestically owned. Henceforth, we
assume k = 1.16
Let β denote the foreign ownership share in firm 1. Domestic surplus is given by
W (q0, q1) =
∫ Q
0
p(q)dq − pQ+ pi0(q0, q1) + (1− β)pi1(q1, q0)− sQ
=
∫ Q
0
p(q)dq − c(q0)− (1− β)c(q1)− β(p+ s)q1. (5)
In contrast to (1), s appears in (5) because a part of the subsidy flows out to foreign investors.
We now solve the game by backward induction. We discuss the second-stage game given
α and s. The first-order condition for firm 1 is given by (4), and that for firm 0 is given by
p+ αp′q0 − (1− α)βp′q1 − c′ + αs = 0. (6)
We assume that |p′| is sufficiently large relative to |p′′| or c′′ is sufficiently large. This ensures
that the second-order and stability conditions are satisfied.
In the first stage, the government chooses α and s to maximizes W . We now present the
nonneutrality result.
Proposition 4 α = 0 is optimal only when β = 0.
Proof See the Appendix.
16Proposition 4 holds even when k ̸= 1. A sufficient but not necessary condition is that the welfare-
maximizing public firm (i.e., α = 0) produces more than the profit-maximizing private firm does in equilib-
rium, and a sufficient condition for it is k = 1. This holds unless k is too large.
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Proposition 4 states that unless the private firm is purely domestic (i.e., β = 0), full
nationalization is never optimal (i.e., either partial or full privatization is optimal). This
implies that the privatization neutrality theorem does not hold unless β = 0. Proposition 4
is in sharp contrast to Proposition 1, which states that α = 0 is optimal when the private
firm is domestic. Without a subsidy policy, the optimal degree of privatization is decreasing
in β (Lin and Matsumura, 2012). Thus, Proposition 4 suggests that introducing a subsidy
policy significantly affects the relationship between β and the optimal degree of privatization.
We explain the intuition behind Proposition 4. When firms are domestic, the subsidy
is income transfer from the government to the firms, and thus, there is no direct welfare
loss. Thus, the government chooses s to induce the optimal output level of the private
firm. When the private firm is owned by foreign investors, the subsidy to the private firm
increases the outflow to the foreign investors, and causes direct welfare loss. Therefore, the
government has a lesser incentive to raise s and to stimulate production of the private firm.
As a result, the equilibrium output level of firm 1 must be lower than that of the optimal
output level for domestic welfare (underproduction of the private firm). A marginal increase
in α from 0 makes the public firm less aggressive and reduces q0, and through strategic
interaction, it increases q1. Because firm 0 is a welfare maximizer before the increase of α,
a marginal decrease in q0 affects domestic welfare by the second order (envelope theorem),
while a marginal increase in q1 improves domestic welfare by the first order. Thus, a marginal
increase in α from 0 always improves domestic welfare when β > 0.
5 Concluding Remarks
In this study, we revisit the privatization neutrality theorem (a degree of privatization does
not affect welfare under optimal subsidy policy). We find that the neutrality result does not
hold unless there is no cost difference between public and private firms, and the private firm
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is owned by domestic investors only. Our result suggests that the privatization neutrality
theorem is far from robust.
In addition, we find that the optimal privatization policy is crucially dependent on the
nationality of the private firm. When the private firm is domestic, the optimal degree of
privatization is zero, while it is never zero if the private firm is even partially owned by
foreign investors.
In this study, we do not explicitly derive the optimal degree of privatization and the
optimal subsidy rate under foreign penetration of the private firm. It is quite difficult
to derive these without specifying the demand and cost functions. Deriving the optimal
degree of privatization and investigating the relationship between foreign ownership share,
the optimal degree of privatization, and the optimal subsidy rate by specifying the demand
and cost functions remains for future research.
In this study, we assume that demand and cost functions are given exogenously. In
addition, we assume that foreign ownership share is given exogenously. However, advertising
or R & D activities might affect these functions, and regulation policy might affect foreign
ownership share in private firms. Endogenizing these might affect optimal subsidy and
privatization policies.17 We believe that this is a promising future research topic.
17For a discussion of advertising or demand-creating activities in mixed oligopolies, see Han and Ogawa
(2012) and Matsumura and Sunada (2013). For discussions on R & D competition in mixed oligopolies, see
Matsumura and Matsushima (2004), Ishibashi and Matsumura (2006), and Gil-Molto et al. (2011).
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 3
By differentiating (3) and (4), we obtain
H
(
dq0
dq1
)
= −
(
p′q0 + s
0
)
dα, (7)
where
H :=
(
(1 + α)p′ + αp′′q0 − kc′′ p′ + αp′′q0
p′ + p′′q1 2p′ + p′′q1 − c′′
)
. (8)
Because α ∈ [0, 1], p′ + p′′qi < 0, and c′′ > 0, we obtain detH > 0.
By applying Cramer’s rule to (7), we obtain
dq0
dα
= −(p
′q0 + s)(2p′ + p′′q1 − c′′)
detH
. (9)
From (9), dq0/dα is zero if and only if p
′q0+ s = 0. Suppose that (α, s) = (α∗∗, s∗) is one
of the best policies. Because we have already shown that (α, s) = (0, s∗) yields the first-best
outcome and s = s∗ is a necessary condition to yield the first-best outcome, α = α∗∗ is one
of the best policies only when it also yields the first-best outcome (i.e., (q0, q1) = (q
∗
0, q
∗
1))
given s = s∗. By definition of s∗, p′q∗1 + s
∗ = 0, and thus, p′q∗0 + s
∗ = 0 if and only if q∗0 = q
∗
1.
This holds if and only if k = 1. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 4
We prove Proposition 4 by contradiction. We assume that α = 0 is one of the optimal
policies.
By differentiating (6) and (4), we obtain
G
(
dq0
dq1
)
= −
(
α
1
)
ds, (10)
14
where
G :=
(
(1 + α)p′ + αp′′q0 − (1− α)βp′′q1 − c′′ (1− β + αβ)p′ + αp′′q0 − (1− α)βp′′q1
p′ + p′′q1 2p′ + p′′q1 − c′′
)
.
(11)
Under the assumptions made, we obtain detG > 0.
By applying Cramer’s rule to (10), we obtain
dq1
ds
= −((1 + α)p
′ + αp′′q0 − (1− α)βp′′q1 − c′′)− α(p′ + p′′q1)
detG
= −p
′ + αp′′(q0 − q1)− (1− α)βp′′q1 − c′′
detG
> 0. (12)
Note we assume that |p′| is sufficiently large relative to |p′′| or c′′ is sufficiently large.
The government maximizes W with respect to s. The first-order condition is
dW
ds
=
∂W
∂q0
dq0
ds
+
∂W
∂q1
dq1
ds
+
∂W
∂s
= (p− βp′q1 − c′)dq0
ds
+ ((1− β)(p− c′)− β(p′q1 + s))dq1
ds
− βq1 = 0. (13)
From (6), we obtain ∂W/∂q0 = p − βp′q1 − c′ = 0 when α = 0. Because dq1/ds > 0, from
(13) we obtain
(1− β)(p− c′)− β(p′q1 + s) > 0. (14)
From (14), we obtain that either (p − c′) or −β(p′q1 + s) must be positive. From (4), we
obtain p− c′ = −(p′q1 + s), and thus, both p− c′ and −(p′q1 + s) are positive.
We now show that welfare is improved if the government slightly increases α from 0. We
show that
dW
dα
∣∣∣
α=0
=
∂W
∂q0
dq0
dα
+
∂W
∂q1
dq1
dα
= (p− βp′q1 − c′)dq0
dα
+ ((1− β)(p− c′)− β(p′q1 + s))dq1
dα
> 0. (15)
Because ∂W/∂q0 = p − βp′q1 − c′ = 0 and ∂W/∂q1 = (1 − β)(p − c′) − β(p′q1 + s) > 0, we
have to show only dq1/dα > 0.
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By differentiating (6) and (4), we obtain
G
(
dq0
dq1
)
= −
(
βp′q1 + p′q0 + s
0
)
dα. (16)
By applying Cramer’s rule to (16), we obtain
dq1
dα
=
(βp′q1 + p′q0 + s)(p′ + p′′q1)
detG
. (17)
From (17), dq1/dα > 0 if βp
′q1 + p′q0 + s < 0.
We now show that βp′q1+p′q0+s < 0 and thus, dq1/dα > 0. From (4) and (6), we obtain
q0 > q1 when α is sufficiently close to zero. Note we have already shown that p
′q1 + s < 0.
Thus, βp′q1+p′q0+s < βp′q1+p′q1+s, and it is negative because βp′q1 < 0 and p′q1+s < 0.
Therefore, a marginal increase in α from 0 improves welfare, which contradicts the result
that α = 0 is one of the optimal policies. Q.E.D.
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